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Reinhart Welcomes Two Attorneys
Milwaukee – Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. (Reinhart) welcomes two attorneys,
further strengthening the firm’s Telecommunications and Energy and Real Estate
practices.

Delanie Breuer joins Reinhart’s Telecommunications and Energy Law Practice as a
shareholder in the firm’s Madison office where she represents energy and other
utility companies on a number of regulatory, commercial and litigation matters.
Breuer comes to Reinhart after serving as vice president of energy, environmental
and regulatory relations for the Wisconsin Paper Council and as Chief of Staff for
the Wisconsin Department of Justice.

Katherine Bills joins Reinhart as a real estate attorney working out the firm’s
Milwaukee and Chicago offices where she focuses on auto dealership law and
commercial real estate. Bills previously served as in-house counsel for Lift Brands,
Inc. (previously known as Snap Fitness, Inc.), and practiced real estate and
business law in Illinois, where she represented motor vehicle dealerships. Her
regional practice experience allows her to serve clients effectively across state
lines.

“I am very pleased to welcome Delanie and Katie to Reinhart,” said CEO Jerry
Janzer. “Delanie’s public and private sector experience in government regulation
and Katie’s industry-specific real estate knowledge will be of tremendous benefit
to our clients in these respective areas.”
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